You Are Invited

Blueprint for Summer & Professional Success
April 5, 2006, 6-9 p.m.
Washington Duke Inn & Golf Club

**SPEED NETWORKING**
Practice making connections with legal professionals in three fun, fast-paced rounds of **SPEED NETWORKING**. In Rounds One and Two, learn how to break into conversations and make meaningful and memorable contributions. In Round Three, legal professionals will discuss what to do (and what not to do) this summer to make a great impression on your employer and increase your chances of receiving an offer.

**EMPLOYER EXPO**
Ask our attending employers about practice areas, life and work in different markets, and whatever else is on your mind during our **EMPLOYER EXPO**. For 1Ls, this will be a great opportunity to introduce yourself to some employers who regularly hire Duke Law students. For 2Ls, this is a chance to ask employers what makes a successful summer associate.

**ETIQUETTE DINNER**
Business meals are an integral part of summer work, interviewing, and professional life. To help you shine at all occasions, Mary Crane, a nationally renowned etiquette coach, will guide you through four elegant, delicious, and tricky courses during the **ETIQUETTE DINNER** held in our private ballroom. After hearing her tips on proper conduct both in and out of the office, you'll feel at home in even the most unfamiliar social setting.

Please go to [www.law.duke.edu/career/blueprint.html](http://www.law.duke.edu/career/blueprint.html) for RSVP info.